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bstract

he bi-axial ring-on-ring test is a convenient method to determine elastic modulus and fracture strength of brittle materials in plate geometry.
owever, standard analytical relationships appear to be limited to flat isotropic samples with discrete ratios of thickness to loading/support ring

adii. In addition to the necessity to consider residual stresses due to differences in thermal expansion for bi-layered materials, the curvature of
hin components complicates the analysis of the experimental data. Experimental and finite element modeling results are presented for thin curved

i-layered materials with substrates of different elastic behavior. Basis for the analysis are experimental results obtained for solid oxide fuel cells
ith anode substrates in oxidized and reduced state. A testing procedure and its limits are outlined that permits to extend the use of standard

nalytical relationships to curved bi-layered specimens with the aim to determine the properties of the mechanically dominating support material.
2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The mechanical properties of isotropic ceramic materials in
late geometry can be conveniently assessed using ring-on-ring
ending tests.1 For brittle materials the test permits to calcu-
ate both elastic modulus and fracture stress.2 Furthermore,
tatistical analysis of the fracture stress data allows a deter-
ination of a characteristic strength and the Weibull modulus,
hich are parameters that can be used to determine tolerable

tress limits for a given failure probability.3 However, theories
o determine the stress state and stiffness values from the experi-

ental load–displacement curve appear to be limited to isotropic
aterials and require a discrete ratio of specimen thickness to

oading/support ring ratio.1,2 The analytical approach is also
imited to deflections significantly smaller than the specimen
hickness which restricts the applicability of the test. In fact, the
ritical deflection depends on the ratio of the radii of the loading
o supporting ring and takes a value of ∼50% of the specimen
hickness for a support ring to loading ring ratio of two.2,4
Another complication with the ring-on-ring test arises when
statistical evaluation of the results is requested. The statisti-

al analysis requires a determination of characteristic strength
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nd Weibull modulus. However, the strength value decreases
ith increasing deformed characteristic area/volume.2,3,6 Linear
ending theory is only valid if the deflection of planar specimen
oes not exceed a discrete value. At large deflections the fracture
ill no longer start from the central sample region.4 Due to the

ocal stress arising just opposite to the loading ring an ill defined
haracteristic area/volume is obtained hence a determination of
he stress localization at larger deflections is necessary.

Further complications arise, if tests are carried out with thin
ayered functional ceramics, since differences in thermal expan-
ion of the layers can result in warpage and residual stresses.5–7

olid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and gas separation membranes
re examples of bi-layered brittle ceramic materials which are
ypically applied in energy conversion technologies.

In the current work solutions based on FEM analyses for
urved bi-layered materials are presented. The analysis of the
ata also permits to assess through-thickness stress gradients.
he results are compared with the experimentally obtained bend-

ng behavior of bi-layered, curved SOFC samples. The results
hould provide a basis to derive a testing methodology that can be
pplied to a wider range of functional layered ceramic materials.

The manuscript clearly shows the limits of analytical
pproaches, however, also verifies that analytical relationships

an still be used for bi-layered materials with initial curvature
sing an appropriate analysis procedure. To determine the elas-
ic properties of the mechanically dominating substrate material

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2011.05.021
mailto:j.malzbender@fz-juelich.de
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FEM analysis is not necessary since an appropriate deflec-
ion range can be chosen. Fracture of high strength materials

ight occur in a range where the analytical relationships are not
alid anymore. All limitations can be avoided using an FEM
ased analysis which can be used to predict stresses even for the
on-linear behavior of warped bi-layered materials.

. Experiments

SOFC half-cell samples supplied by CeramTec GmbH
Marktredwitz, Germany) have been investigated in the present
ork. These planar SOFCs consist of an anode substrate that pro-
ides the mechanical support for the electrolyte layer. For anode
upported SOFCs usually the electrolyte is at least one order of
agnitude thinner than the substrate. In the as-sintered state,

he anode substrate consists of Nickel oxide (NiO) and yttrium-
tabilized zirconia. The electrochemical operation requires NiO
o be reduced to Ni. Due to the thermal expansion mismatch of
ubstrate and electrolyte layer (�α ∼ 2 × 10−6 K−1),9 an uncon-
trained half-cell composite bends progressively towards the free
urface of the anode during the cool down to RT. Note that the
eduction of NiO to Ni leads to an additional change in substrate
tiffness which is reflected in an curvature increase.8

The half-cell samples were tested here under bi-axial loading
n a ring-on-ring test arrangement that avoids contrary to conven-
ional three- or four-point bending the failure due to edge damage
flaws) resulting from preparation/cutting flaws.9 The specimens
ere supported by an outer ring (r2 ∼ 9.5 mm) and loaded with a

maller coaxial inner ring (r1 ∼ 4.5 mm). The circular disk sam-
les (r3 ∼ 12.55 mm) were loaded with a rate of 100 N/min at
oom temperature in oxidized and reduced anode state, respec-
ively. The samples had an overall thickness of ∼310 �m (anode
ubstrate layer ∼300 �m, electrolyte layer ∼10 �m). During the
eduction of the samples (4% H2/Ar) the radius of curvature of
he specimens changed from ∼520 mm to ∼170 mm.

To test the effect of positioning, either the electrolyte layer
the composite has a concave shape with respect to the loading
ing) or the free surface of the substrate layer (the composite has
convex shape, Fig. 1) was placed on the support ring. The finite
lement analysis was carried out using the ANSYS© software
ackage. Simulation was made in 2D axis-symmetry using 2D 8-
ode elements (PLANE183). The loading and supporting rings

ere approximated with line loads and line supports. The load
as applied on one node as the change in loading contact position
ue to bending showed small influence and thus was neglected.
eometry and material properties were taken from experimen-

ν

d
w
p

Fig. 1. Definition of the (a) concave an
eramic Society 31 (2011) 2037–2042

al data and used as input data for the simulation. Although the
aterials were assumed to be linear elastic, non-linear behavior
as taken into consideration using the appropriate large deflec-

ion settings of the program. It has been verified in literature 2
hat the influence of the friction can be neglected.

. Analytical relationship

In the following the linear elastic analytical relationships to
ssess stress/deflection behavior using ring-on-ring bending test
re briefly summarized. According to the linear bending theory
he maximum surface stress for a flat plate is2:

b = 3 · F · (1 + v)

2 · π · t2 ·
(

In
r2

r1
+ 1 − v

1 + v
· r2

2 − r2
1

2 · r2
3

)
(1)

here ν is the Poisson’s ratio, F is the applied force, t is
he specimen thickness, and r1, r2 and r3 are radii of the
oading ring, supporting ring and specimen, respectively. The

aximum tensile stress arises opposite to the loading ring. How-
ver, the relationship gives accurate results only for deflections
hat are smaller than around half the specimen thickness for
2/r1 = 2. Note that the validity of the relationship is increased to
round three times the specimen deflection if r2/r1 = 5. At large
eflections, in the non-linear state, a progressively increasing
ifference between the really existing and analytically predicted
tress distribution exists.

Linear elastic theory also links central specimen deflection u
nd elastic modulus E2:

= 3 · F · (1 − v2)

2 · π · E · t3 ·
(

r2
2 + r2

2 · (1 − v) · (r2
2 − r2

1

2 · (1 + v2) · r2
3

)

− r2
1 ·
(

1 + In

(
r2

r1

))
(2)

However, for bi-layered material the flexural rigidity will
hange due to the presence of an additional layer and the
erm for a single layer I = E t3/12 which is part of Eq. (2)
as to be replaced by I2 = (E2

s · t4
s + E2

c · t4
c + 2 · Es · Ec · ts ·

c · (2 · t2
s + 3 · ts · tc + 2 · t2

c )/(12 · (Es · ts + Ec · tc)) 6,10. The
resence of the 10 �m thin electrolyte (YSZ, EC = 200 GPa,

= 0.3 at RT) makes the half-cell stiffer, yielding a ∼15% lower
eflection for the composite with oxidized anode in comparison
ith a monolithic oxidized anode substrate. This is also sup-
orted by FEM results. Hence, the effect of the layer cannot be

d (b) convex bending direction.
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eglected. The multiplication factor to be included in Eqs. (1)
nd (2) is:

1 = I2

I
(3)

In addition to the change in bending stiffness due to the layer
he change in neutral axis needs to be considered in the cal-
ulation of the fracture stress. However, for a coating with an
lastic modulus of twice the substrate value the effect is rather
mall, ∼5% for a relative coating thickness of 2.5% and ∼10%
or a relative coating thickness of 5%. Hence for thin coatings
his effect can be neglected. To determine the stress additional
orrections are necessary. The change in the neutral axis can be
ncluded in Eq. (2) by the term:

2 = ts/2

tn
= ts/2

(Es · t2
s − Ec · t2

c )/2 · (Es · ts + Ec · tc)
(4)

Furthermore, for a bi-layered material with differences in
hermal expansion the total stress is the sum of applied and
esidual stress. The residual stresses resulting from differences in
hermal or chemical expansion mismatch (in terms of an equiva-
ent thermal expansion difference �α = �ε/T) can be calculated
nalytically based on the temperature dependency of the ther-
al expansion and all material properties, relationships for the

ubstrate stress at the free surface and near the coating interface
re given in Ref. 11. A relationship to determine the electrolyte
tress from the room temperature curvature has been derived
n Ref. 8. The stress changes linear across the substrate. If the
oom temperature curvature is known than the residual stress in
he substrate at the free surface and near the interface with the
ayer can be determined from the room temperature properties
sing:

Substrate residual stress-free surface :

σRf = − 1

6r
(3Estc + 4Ests)

(5)

Substrate residual stress-interface :

σRi =
(

− 1

6r
(−3Estc − 2Ests)

)
(6)

here r is the radius of curvature of the sample which can be eas-
ly obtained experimentally. Higher order terms were neglected
n these relationships. The resulting error is equivalent to the rel-
tive coating thickness, being for example for a coating thickness
f 3% of the substrate thickness 3%, for a relative thickness of
0% the error is 10%. The advantage of the approach is that
imilar as in Eqs. (1) to (4) only room temperature properties
re necessary to determine the residual stress. It is important to
ote that knowledge of the stress free temperature and the tem-
erature dependency of the thermal expansion coefficients and
lastic moduli is not necessary.

Based on the analytical results the following procedure can be

uggested: First step is to correct the elastic modulus and fracture
tress for the change in flexural rigidity and neutral axis induced
y the additional layer (leading to a decrease in deflection and
tress at a particular load). Second step is to add/subtract the

r
s
a
t

eramic Society 31 (2011) 2037–2042 2039

esidual stress, which is the main influence factor. The correct
elationship for the stress is therefore:

s = (σb × f1 × f2) + σR (7)

here the term σR depends on the bending direction, i.e. whether
he substrate free surface or the interface is under the tensile
ending stress. For the deflection of the composite the respective
elation is:

s = (u × f1) (8)

A curvature of 520 mm for a half-cell with oxidized anode
s associated with a compressive stress of ∼−31 MPa at the
ree substrate surface, while close to the electrolyte interface
he substrate stress is ∼66 MPa. Contrary to the concave plate
irection, for bending in the convex plate direction the residual
tress counteracts the bending stresses.

Hence elastic modulus and fracture stress can be determined
or a composite material using Eqs. (7) and (8); however the
uestion to be answered in the following is: what are the limits
f the approach outlined above for of thin curved bi-layered
aterials.

. Results and discussion

First, the anode substrate without electrolyte coating was
imulated as flat isotropic plate with a thickness of 300 �m.
or the elastic modulus and Poison’s ratio typical values for
iO-YSZ SOFC anode at RT were used (E = 115 GPa, ν = 0.3).
he radius of specimen, loading and supporting ring are given

n the experimental section. The resulting displacement– and
tress–load dependencies show the expected difference in behav-
or between analytical (Eqs. (1) and (2)) and non-linearity FEM
olution at larger deflections (Fig. 2a and b). Obviously the thin
late exhibits non-linear behavior when deflection exceeds ∼½
hickness and the specimen becomes stiffer and the deflection
s significantly smaller than predicted by the analytical solution.

hen the deflection approaches the specimen thickness the ten-
ile stress is not homogenous anymore, giving rise to a peak
tress just opposite the loading ring (Fig. 2b, insert).

If a flat anode substrate with coating is considered the FEM
esult reveals a similar behavior as for the uncoated substrate,
he only difference is that the slope of the curves will be changed
ue to the larger stiffness of the composite in agreement with the
redictions of the analytical approach (Eqs. (7) and (8)) outlined
bove.

If the same composite sample is already curved before the
est and placed between the loading and supporting ring in a
ay that the curvature is increased by the applied load (Fig. 1a,

oncave plate) the composite shows non-linear behavior already
t significantly smaller deflections of ∼¼ of the total thickness
Fig. 3a). The FEM result is in good agreement with the experi-
entally obtained displacement–load curve. Only the substrate

ear the coating interface has to be considered as the failure

elevant position, since the coating will be under compressive
tresses of a few hundred MPa. The residual stress adds to the
pplied bending stress, hence the stress–load curve does not go
hrough zero (Fig. 3b). Much smaller stresses are obtained than
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Fig. 2. Comparison of analytical and FEM result for the (a) deflection– and (b) stress–load behavior for a flat plate. Insert shows the stress localization of the in-plane
surface tensile stress for large deflections.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of analytical and FEM result for the (a) displ

n the analytical approach (Eqs. (7) and (8)), the curves diverge
t much smaller deflections than ∼½ of the thickness. Again a
ocal peak stress arises in the surface opposite to the loading ring
t larger deflections.

For the bi-layered composite plate which is curved initially in
he so-called convex direction the curvature that results from dif-

erence in thermal expansion is reduced during the test (Fig. 1b).
he sample becomes initially more flat and is then bended in the
pposite direction (Fig. 4a). Again the FEM result is in good

F
u
l

Fig. 4. Comparison of analytical and FEM result for the (a) displacem
nt–load and (b) stress–load dependencies for the concave-shape.

greement with the experimentally obtained displacement–load
urve. Analytical and FEM result agree up to a deflection of ∼¾
f the specimen thickness, a larger value than for flat plate and
oncave bending. Here the compressive residual stress counter-
cts the bending stress (Fig. 4b). Even at deflections equal the
pecimen thickness (load 50 N) analytical (Eqs. (7) and (8)) and

EM result show close agreement (difference < 10%). A more
niform stress distribution is obtained since the peak stress in the
arge deflection regime is reduced. Hence, this bending direction

ent–load and (b) stress–load dependencies for the convex-shape.
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ig. 5. Comparison of analytical and FEM result for the displacement–load
ependence for different materials and geometry shapes.

s preferable, permitting an analytical determination of elastic
odulus and stress in an even larger deflection range than for
at plates.

The anodes of the half-cells can be in an oxidized (NiO-

SZ) or reduced (Ni-YSZ) state. Oxidized and reduced anode
ave shown differences in elastic modulus (∼35 GPa reduced,
15 GPa oxidized) and radius of curvature (∼170 mm reduced,

f
c
a

Fig. 6. Comparison of stress state for diffe

Fig. 7. Initial curvature influence on (a) displacem
eramic Society 31 (2011) 2037–2042 2041

20 mm oxidized). These data permit a test of the effect of the
ubstrate stiffness and specimen curvature on the mechanical
ehavior of the composite specimens in a ring-on-ring bend-
ng test. Lower elasticity and larger curvature should affect
isplacement– and stress–load behavior.

Again FEM result agrees well with the experimentally
btained displacement–load behavior for both initially convex
s well as concave bending direction (Fig. 5). Due to the larger
nitial curvature of the reduced samples a larger difference is
btained between analytical (Eqs. (7) and (8)) and FEM result
n both bending directions (Figs. 5 and 6, residual stresses
re not considered in these plots). As expected, the concave
lates exhibit the larger difference to the analytical approach
ince initial deflection and bending induced deflection superim-
ose.

Additional simulations for the initially convex direction were
arried out for an oxidized NiO-YSZ specimens with a larger
nitial curvature (r ∼ 170 mm), which is equivalent to that of a
educed Ni-YSZ specimen at RT, and a reduced specimen with
n initial smaller curvature, being equivalent to that of an oxi-
ized specimen (r ∼ 520 mm, similar to the state of the reduced
pecimens at ∼800 ◦C). The results presented in Fig. 7 show that

or large initial curvature of an oxidized specimen an analyti-
al description of the deformation–load behavior is not possible
nymore even for small initial bending deflections, whereas the

rent materials and geometry shapes.

ent–load and (b) stress–load dependencies.
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educed specimen with a small initial curvature can be described
y the analytical relationship up to a deflection of almost its
hickness.

. Conclusions

FEM results were compared to analytical predictions for the
ending behavior of curved bi-layered material composites with
thin top layer in a ring-on-ring test. In general changes in flexu-

al rigidity, neutral axis as well as residual stresses due to thermal
ismatch need to be taken into consideration. Simple relation-

hips are given to assess the stress state in the substrate materials
ased on the room temperature curvature. However, for asym-
etric layered specimens the residual stress is also associated
ith warping which influences the bending behavior. Hence, the
irection of warping with respect to the applied loading direc-
ion is important. The results clearly show that the ring-on-ring
ending test with the specimen initially in the convex direction
s preferable. This orientation permits the use of the analytical
elationships to an even larger deflection than for a flat plate
nder identical boundary conditions. However, independent of
he substrate stiffness the approach is limited to a small initial
adius of curvature (∼170 mm).

The elastic modulus can be determined analytically up to
deflection of approximately ¾ the specimen thickness. The

nalytical approach can be used to determine the fracture stress
p to a deflection equal the specimen thickness for the NiO-
SZ composite. For the Ni-YSZ substrate of identical initial

urvature the range is narrowed and at a deflection of 1.5 times
he initial thickness a difference of 30% to the analytical solution
s obtained. The presented plots can serve as a tool to assess the
lastic modulus and fracture stress also at larger deflections and
or large initial curvatures where the analytical approach is not
alid anymore.
Although in general FEM based procedures are very valuable
hey are not always available and the analysis of materials data
as often to be based on analytical procedures. The current work
eramic Society 31 (2011) 2037–2042

learly verifies that for the rather complex case of the bending
f bi-layered materials with initial curvature an analytical pro-
edure is possible. For very precise analysis and especially in
omplex cases, FEM simulations should be used. The analyti-
al approach can be extended to multilayer materials using the
ppropriate relationships for the residual stress, flexural rigidity
nd position of the neutral axis.
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